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A refined higher order laminate theory is developed to analyze smart materials, surface bonded or embedded, in 
composite laminates. The analysis uses a refined displacement field which accounts for transverse shear stresses 
through the thickness. All boundary conditions are satisfied at the free surfaces. Non-linearities are introduced 
through the strain dependent piezoelectric coupling coefficients and the assumed strain distribution through the 
thickness. The analysis is implemented using the finite element method. The procedure is computationally 
efficient and allows for a detailed investigation of both the local and global effects due to the presence of actuators. 
The finite element model is shown to agree well with published experimental results. Numerical examples are 
presented for composite laminates of various thicknesses and the results are compared with those obtained using 
classical laminate theory. The refined theory captures important higher order effects which are not modeled by 
the classical laminate theory, resulting in significant deviations. © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd 
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INTRODUCTION 

The concept of using adaptive materials for aerospace 
applications has recently received widespread attention. A 
key issue in the implementation of these actuators is the 
analysis of the primary structure with embedded and/or 
surface bonded actuators. In most applications of bending 
elements using induced strain actuation via piezoelectric 
materials, classical beam or plate theories have been used 
for the analysis. A Ritz solution was developed for 
anisotropic plates and verified experimentally. 1 A Ber- 
nouli-Euler type strain distribution through the thickness 
direction of the actuators was found to be more accurate 
than a uniform strain distribution. 2 Chandra and Chopra 3 
investigated piezoelectric actuation of a composite beam 
using Vlasov theory to account for the warping behavior of 
the beam. Lee 4 and Wang and Rogers 5 used Heaviside 
functions to model piezoelectric actuators. Several authors 
have investigated piezoelectric actuation of laminates using 
a finite element approach. 6'7 

All of the analyses mentioned above are based on 
classical laminate theory, which assumes a linear strain 
distribution through the thickness and zero transverse shear 
stresses. Therefore, the theory must be restricted to thin 
plate applications. The effects of transverse shearing 
stresses are important in composite laminates. As a result, 
it is necessary to use a shear deformation theory to address 
moderately thick and thick laminate constructions. The 
stress distributions in structures actuated by piezoelectric 
materials are also known to be quite complex. 8 Physically, 

the assumption of a linear strain distribution through the 
thickness of a substrate material, undergoing induced strain 
actuation from piezoelectric materials, seems oversimpli- 
fied, especially for thick plates. Chandrashekhara and 
Agarwal 9 and Detwiler et al. j° developed finite element 
models for laminates with piezoelectric actuation using first 
order shear deformation theory. Robbins and Reddy 11 used 
a layer-wise theory to ascertain the level of model 
complexity necessary to accurately represent piezoelectric 
actuation of beam structures. Their study pointed out 
differences between the classical theory and the more 
sophisticated, but computationally expensive, layer-wise 
theory. Mitchell and Reddy 12 have also used a hybrid theory 
to model piezoelectric actuation and sensing in composite 
laminates. Lin and Rogers 13 investigated piezoelectric 
actuation of beam structures as a boundary value problem. 
Tzou and Zhong 14 investigated a thick piezoelectric 
continuum including shear deformation. 

For the analysis of arbitrarily thick composites with 
surface bonded or embedded actuators, it is important to 
have a more effective general theory for accurately 
evaluating the effects of normal and transverse shear 
stresses on actuator performance. It has long been 
recognized that higher order laminate theories provide an 
effective solution tool for accurately predicting the 
deformation behavior of composites laminates subjected 
to bending loads. However, it is difficult to provide a 
consistent displacement field which accurately satisfies the 
stress free boundary conditions at the free surfaces while 
maintaining continuity of strains through the thickness. To 
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address this issue, a general higher order theory 15 is 
extended to model composites with arbitrary thicknesses 
and surface bonded or embedded induced strain actuators. 
Some higher order terms of the displacement field are 
identified by imposing the stress free boundary conditions. 
The theory is expected to more effectively model the 
complex stress distributions, which result from induced 
strain actuation, with a reasonable amount of computational 
effort compared to classical or first order shear deformation 
theory. 

Although piezoelectric materials are used in the current 
approach, the general theory can be extended to include 
other adaptive materials as well. The electro-mechanical 
coupling coefficients for piezoelectric materials are known 

1 to be dependent upon the actual strain in the actuators, 
although many researchers assume that these coefficients 
are constant. In the current analysis, the strain dependent 
form of these coefficients is included for greater accuracy. 
The finite element method is used for implementation of the 
analysis since it leads to a discretization of the structure which 
quite naturally incorporates the discontinuities due to discrete 
embedded actuators. However, in comparison to other finite 
element models, additional degrees of freedom are not used for 
the voltage to improve computational efficiency. The higher 
order theory is verified using published experimental results. 
Numerical examples are presented for a detailed investigation 
of stress and strain distributions of cantilever composite 
laminates with varying thicknesses. 

ANALYSIS 

Higher order laminate theory with piezoelectric actuation 

A general higher order displacement field 15 is extended to 
include the effects of induced strain actuation using 
piezoelectric materials. Assuming that there are no defects 
in the composite material, such as voids or delaminations, 
the displacement field is continuous. The in-plane displace- 
ments are assumed to vary as cubic functions of the 
thickness z and the transverse displacement is independent 
of z (Figure 1). The general displacement field is defined as 
follows. (o ) 
UI(x, y, Z)=Ulo(X, y)+ z - ~xU30(X, y) q-Ull(X, y) 

-[-Z2U12(X, y) d-Z3Ul3(X, y) (1) 

fmidplane 

' ~  ~ W ~-1 wall cross section 

Figure 1 Composite plate orientation 

U2(x, y, z)=u2o(X, Y)+Z(-~U3o(X, Y)+Um(X, Y)) 

-1- Z2U22(X, y) Jr- Z3U23(X, y) 

U3(x, y, x ) =  u30(x , y) 

where U1, U: and U3 are the total displacements, U~o, u20 
and u30 denote the mid-plane displacements of a point (x, y), 
the partial derivatives of u30 represent the rotations of nor- 
mals to the mid-plane corresponding to the slope of the 
laminate, and u 11 and u21 represent the additional rotations 
due to shear deformation about the y and x axes, respec- 
tively. The quantities u12, u13, u22 and u23 represent higher 
order functions. This displacement field has the advantage 
of easily reducing to the well known classical theory if the 
higher order terms are eliminated. In the current work, 
assuming that displacements and rotations are small, a linear 
relationship for the kinematic equations is used. 

OU1 OU2 
/31 = -'~-x ' /32 = ~ y '  /33 = 0 (2) 

OUz + OU3 OU1 OU3 OU~ OU2 
/34= ~ -Z  ~ y '  /35='-~-Z "J- 0-~-' E 6 = ' ~ - y  -j" OX 

where e l_  6 represent the linear strains. The general lamina 
constitutive relations are written as follows. 1~ 

6 = Q~ - eVE (converse effect) (3) 

D = e~ + PE (direct effect) (4) 

where 6 and ~ denote stress and elastic strain in the material 
coordinates, respectively, Q is the elastic stiffness matrix, e 
is the piezoelectric stress coefficient matrix, E is the electric 
field intensity, D is the electric displacement and P is the 
dielectric permittivity matrix. In the current analysis, only 
piezoelectric actuation is considered [equation (3)]. The 
sensor equations [equation (4)] will be developed in a 
future work. It can be shown that for a reasonable magnitude 
electric field, the piezoelectric stress coefficient matrix e is 
directly proportional to the elastic stiffness matrix Q4. 

e = dQ (5) 

where d is the piezoelectric strain coefficient matrix which 
is defined as follows. 

d =  

0 0 d3, 

0 0 d32 

0 0 d33 

0 d24 0 

d15 0 0 

0 0 d36 

(6) 

where it is assumed that the piezoelectric material is polar- 
ized in the thickness (3) direction as indicated in Figure 1. 
By substituting equation (5) into equation (3), the following 
stress-strain relationship is obtained. 

6 = Q[~ - dTE] (7) 

where the second term in the above equation represents the 
induced piezoelectric strain. For the current work, within the 
context of plate theory, it is assumed that the electric field is 
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applied through the thickness direction, that is E = [0, 0, 
E3] T and actuation in the thickness direction is neglected. 
Therefore, the induced strain (A) can be represented as 
follows. 

A = dTE = [A1 A2 0 0 0 0} T (8) 

where A is the vector of induced strain due to piezoelectric 
actuation, Al = d3~E3 and A2 = d32E3. Using this result and 
transforming to the laminate axes for the kth ply)  7 equation 

to the following. 

012 0 0 0 016" 

022 0 0 0 026 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 044 045 0 

0 0 045 055 0 

026 0 0 0 066 

(7) simplifies 

-0"1 "011 

0"2 012 

0"3 0 

0"4 0 

0"5 0 

_0"6 k 016 

e l  - A i ]  

e2 A2 

83 

e 4 

85 

e6 k 

(9) 

or, in vector form, 

Ok = Q[ek - Ak] (10) 

It is important to note that Ak is non-zero only in the piezo- 
electric layers. 

From equation (9), it can be seen that the transverse shear 
stress terms are uncoupled and are written as follows. 

E::] E;4: I::l, 
where a4 and a5 denote the transverse shear stresses. 

It is important to note that the general displacement field 
proposed in equation (1) does not satisfy the boundary 
conditions at the top and bottom surfaces. However, it is 
necessary that the transverse shear stresses (0" 4 and 0"5) 
vanish at the free surfaces. By imposing these conditions, 
some higher order terms are identified as follows. 

~r4(x, y, +-- ~)=O,  as(x, y, ± ~ ) = 0  (12) 

where h is the plate thickness (Figure 1). For orthotropic 
laminates, these conditions are equivalent to the require- 
ment that the corresponding strains be zero at these 
surfaces. 

e4(x ,y ,  +-~)=O,  e5(x ,y ,  - + ~ ) = 0  (13) 

where e4 and e 5 denote the transverse shear strains. Equa- 
tions 12 and 13 provide four equations which determine that 
ul2 and u22 = 0 and allow the higher order terms ul3 and u23 
to be determined in terms of the lower order terms. Note that 
the piezoelectric strains (A) do not enter into the determina- 
tion of the transverse shear stresses. The refined displace- 
ment field, which contains the same number of unknown 
functions as the first order theory while providing greater 
accuracy, is written as follows. 

( ~x3° ) 4z3 U l = u l 0 + z  - + u u  - ~ u l l  (14) 

OU30 ) 4 z 3 
U 2 = R 2 0 - [ - Z  --  ~ - [ - u 2 1  - ~ u 2 1  

g 3 ~ u30 

The laminate force and moment resultants for the 
bending and extension terms (NB) are obtained by integrat- 
ing the appropriate stresses through the thickness in the z 
direction. 

where 

N B = ABeI~ -- ABA B (15) 

NB = [Ni Mi Pi] T (i = 1, 2, 6) (16) 

and the forces (Ni), moments (M3 and higher order 
moments (Pi) are calculated as follows. 

f hl2 

(Ni, Mi, Pi)= J_h/2°i (1, z, z3)dz (i = 1, 2, 6) (17) 

The laminate stiffness matrix for the bending terms is for- 
mulated as follows. 

I [ao] [B6] [E(/] 

A B = [Dij] [Fij] 

L sym [Hij ] 

where 

(i, j =  1, 2, 6) (18) 

(Aij, Bij, Dij, Eij, F O, Hij) 

f 
h/2 _ 

= j h/2Qij(l, Z, Z 2, z 3, z 4, z 6 ) d z ( i , j = l ,  2, 6) (19) 

The matrix AB_ in equation (15) is similar to AB, but 
includes the e(fects due to piezoelectric actuation (AB) 
and depends on the manner in which the electric field is 
applied. It will be discussed in more detail shortly. The 
bending and extension strains are represented by their 
respective mid-plane strains and curvatures as follows. 

gB= [e ° K/° r~] T ( i=  1, 2, 6) (20) 

where 

0 0 el = e l  +zrl + z 3 ~  (21) 

0 0 3 '~ e2 = e2 + zr2 + z ~;_ (22) 

0 0 3 o 
e 6 -~ 8 6 Jr- ZK 6 -1- Z- r~ (23) 

and 

OUll ~- 2U30 2 40ul~ co_ OUlo Ko_ Ki- (24) 
i-- Ox ' Ox Ox 2 ' 3h 2 0 x  

bU21 02U30 2 4 0u21 0U20 K0 - -  K2 - -  
e°= T '  oy2 , 3h2 Oy 

02 U 30 

OxOy ' 
0 0U|0 . 0U20 0 0UI| 0U21 __ 2 - 

2 4 I'Oul~ Ou2~ 
W(-g-y + 0x/ 
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The transverse shear force resultant terms (NT) are derived 
as follows. 

N T = ATe T (25) 

where 

NT = [Qi Rif t  (i = 4, 5) (26) 

and the transverse shear forces (Qi and Ri) are calculated as 
follows. 

~h/2 
(Q2, R2)= J_h/2O4( 1, z2)dz (27) 

(h/2 
(Q1, RI)= J_h/265( 1, z2) dz (28) 

The laminate stiffness matrix for the transverse shear terms 
is formulated as follows. 

= [ [Aij ] [Dij ] ] 
Ax [ sym [F#]J ( i , j = 4 ,  5) (29) 

where 

(Aij , Oij , Fij ) = _h/2{)(l , Z 2, z4)dz ( i=4,  5) (30) 

The transverse strains are also represented by their respec- 
tive mid-plane strains and curvatures. 

eT=  [e/° r/2] T ( i=4 ,  5) (31) 

where 

134 = 130 -~- Z2K 2 (32) 

e 5 = e ° + Z2K5 2 (33) 

and 

4 2 4 
_m_ - -  K 5 ~ - -  e0~---u21, e0=Ull, K42 ~U21 , ~Ull (34) 

All of the above transverse shear terms are important in the 
analysis of the composite, but are assumed to be zero in the 
classical laminate theory. 

Forces due to piezoelectric actuation 

The forces and moments produced as a result of 
piezoelectric actuation are now discussed. It is assumed 
that the piezoelectric actuators are either surface bonded or 
are embedded in the composite laminate such that the 
piezoelectric material replaces the substrate material in the 
corresponding plies which contain actuators. The electro- 
mechanical coupling between the applied electric field and 
the induced strain in the piezoelectric material is governed 
by the d31 and d32 coupling coefficients, which are 
piezoelectric material properties and are defined as follows. 

1 /a32 J E3 
(35) 

where E 3 is the applied electric field through the thickness 
of the actuator. Constant values of d31 and d32 have been 
assumed by many researchers. 2-15 However, as shown by 
Crawley and Lazarus) these coefficients depend on the 

200 t quadratic curve fit 

1'° 1 
100 A = aE 3 + bE 3 

50 
I ~ 1 1 , ~  b = 2 0 7  

0 =I  = I I I I I I I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

Electric Field (V/mm) 

Figure 2 Experimental relationship between applied electric field and 
induced strain 

actual strain in the actuator as well. Functional relationships 
for these coupling coefficients are obtained by fitting a 
quadratic polynomial through the strain versus electric 
field data for an unconstrained piezoelectric actuator 
shown in Figure 2. Here, the non-linearity is due primarily 
to the actual strain in the actuator as the electric field is 
increased. The induced strain is equal to the actual strain 
in an unconstrained actuator and is represented in each 
orthogonal direction as follows. 

A = e = aE 3 + bE 2 (36) 

where a and b are constants determined from a least squares 
curve fit. Solving for the strain dependent coupling coeffi- 
cient, the following expression is obtained. 

A ~/ 4Be A 1 - -  d(e) = ~ + -~ + A2 (37) 

where d(e) is the strain dependent coupling coefficient. 
Expanding the term under the radical using a binomial 
expansion and substituting the resulting expression into 
equation (35) yields the following relationship. 

[A12 ] [d31 ] a 
= a le2[ j jE3 (38) 

where A1 and A2 are the induced strains, E3 is the applied 
electric field, el and e2 are the actual strains, and a and b are 
experimentally determined constants. In the current 
research, it is assumed that the above expression is indepen- 
dent of the signs of the actual strains. Therefore, the abso- 
lute values of the actual strains (el and ez) are used. 
Otherwise, it is possible that the coefficients d31 and d32 
could approach zero values for large negative strains. In 
such a situation, an infinitely large applied electric field 
would produce no induced strain, which is not practical. 
This issue was not addressed in ref. 1. It is important to 
note that the first term on the fight hand side of equation 
(38) is constant, while the second term is the strain depen- 
dent component. 

The dependence of the induced strain on the actual strain 
significantly complicates the analysis of composite lami- 
nates. An iterative approach is to start with guessed values 
of d31 and d32. Next, the displacements and strains are 
calculated and the initial guesses are checked using equation 
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Figure 3 Symmetric piezoelectric layer placement in composite laminate 

(38). The process must be repeated several times until close 
agreement is obtained. This approach is quite inefficient and 
computationally expensive. A more robust procedure is 
used here, which is based on the assumption that the strain 
distribution is assumed a priori based on the actuation 
mode. Consider the case where two actuators are placed in a 
symmetric configuration, with respect to the neutral axis, 
and are actuated with equal, but opposite, electric fields to 
produce bending in the composite substrate (Figure 3). The 
mid-plane strains are small in this case and can be neglected 
for the determination of d3j and d3> Therefore, the actual 
strains used in this relationship depend only on the 
curvatures. Assuming that positive bending is induced, the 
forces and moments due to piezoelectric actuation from 
equation (15) are determined as follows. 

ABpA B = Aa'A a + Ab'A b (39) 

Aa ¢ 

Ab p 

where 

[Bij'] 

, ,o, 

[_ [Eq'] [01 

[o] [o1 

[01 [Dij'] 

[0] [Fij' l 

[E,j'] - 

[o1 

[o1 

[o] 

[F/j'] 

(i, j = 1, 2, 6) (40)  

(i, j =  1, 2, 6) (41) 

and the elements of Aa' and A b' are  defined as follows. 

f Qff(z, z3)dz (B i j "Ei j ' )=a( -E3)  +~,, 

+ a(E3) I Qji(z, z3)dz (i, j = 1, 2, 6) 
- -  2p 

(42) 

f 
t p r / - 2 b Qji(z , Z 4, z6)dz (Oij ,Fij ,Hij ) = - a ( -  E3) __ +zp 

+ (E3)  Qji(z, z 4, z6)dz (i, j =  1, 2, 6) (43) 

where Zp indicates integration through a piezoelectric layer 
only (Figure 3). The appearance of the first negative sign in 
equation (43) is the result of the assumed strain distribution 
for positive induced bending and the determination of abso- 
lute values for s ~ and s2. The vectors A, and A b are  non-zero 

only in the piezoelectric layers and are defined as 
follows. 

A o = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O] T (44) 

Ab = t0 0 0 K1 ° 0 o T 

The laminate forces from equation (15) are now re-wntten 
as follows. 

N B = A B e  B -- A a ' A  a - A b ' A  b (45) 

Classical laminate theory 

The standard classical laminate theory (CLT) is used for a 
comparison of the developed refined higher order theory and 
is obtained by setting the higher order terms of equations (1) 
or (14) to zero. Since the transverse shear stresses are zero, 
the constitutive relationships for each ply reduce to the 
following form. 

[ o, I0,, 
02 ~ 012  

06 k LQI6 

°2 0161 A] 
022 026  / E2 --  A2 

026 Q66Jk E6 k 

(46) 

where A, and A2 represent the induced piezoelectric strains 
as before. Although the strains are continuous from ply to 
ply, the elastic constants may vary and the stresses are not 
necessarily continuous. 

Finite element modeling 

The principle of virtual displacements is used to derive 
the finite element model and is stated in continuous form as 
follows. 

6II = 6U B + 6U T - 6W = 0 (47) 

where 6Us is the internal strain energy due to bending 
and extension, OUT is the internal strain energy due to 
transverse shear and 6W is the work done by an 
applied external distributed load p(x, y). Although the 
complete equilibrium equations and associated boundary 
conditions can be derived from equation (47), these 
equations are not presented here due to length restric- 
tions. The linear finite element equations are obtained 
as follows. 

(K - Kp)w = F + Fp (48)) 

where the quantities K e and Fe represent the standard 
stiffness matrix and force vector due to a distributed 
load, F~ is the force vector due to the constant portion of 
the piezoelectric actuation and K~, is the resultant matrix due 
to the strain dependent portion of the piezoelectric 
actuation. The above set of equations are solved only 
once to determine all the necessary quantities, including 
the strain dependent piezoelectric coefficients d3t and d32. 
However, due to the necessary assumptions regarding the 
determination of these coefficients, all actuators must be 
energized in a symmetric, bimorph configuration with 
the same electric field resulting in positive bending 
which is typical of many practical applications. Further 
details of the finite element modeling are presented in the 
Appendix. 
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I - ,  L = 29.2 cm b,._l 

Figure 4 Cantilever plate for experimental validation 
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Figure 6 Non-dimensional static mode shapes for Gr/Ep [0°/450/- 45 °] s 
plate 

RESULTS 

The developed refined higher order theory provides a 
framework for the analysis of composite laminates of 
arbitrary thickness with embedded actuators and is compu- 
tationally efficient. Numerical results are presented first to 
compare the higher order theory with published experi- 
mental results to ascertain its validity. Next, strain and stress 
distributions resulting from piezoelectric actuation are 
presented for a cantilever composite plate with varying 
thicknesses. Differences between the developed higher 
order theory and the classical laminate theory are discussed. 

Experimental verification 

The results from the current approach are compared to 
experimental results obtained by Crawley and Lazarus.1 The 
test case consists of a cantilever laminate as shown in 
Figure 4. Fifteen pairs of piezoceramic PZT actuators are 
surface bonded to either an aluminum or a graphite/epoxy 
plate with stacking sequences [0°/45°/-  45°]s and [30°/300/ 
0°]s. Material properties are identical to those used in ref. ~8 
The finite element model comprises 77 elements and a total 
of 616 degrees of freedom. 

The thicknesses of the composite laminate and the surface 
bonded piezoelectric actuators are 0.83 mm and 0.25 mm, 
respectively. Including the actuators, the plate can be 
considered a "thin" plate since the ratio L/h = 220. The 

bimorph piezoelectric actuator pairs are energized with 
opposite electric fields to produce plate bending. Good 
agreement is observed between the current higher order based 
finite element model and the experimental results for both the 
aluminum and Gr/Ep plates as shown in Figures 5-7. The 
non-dimensional quantities shown include the plate bending 
(w0, twist (w2) and camber or transverse bending (w3). 1 

Investigation of composite laminate with embedded 
actuators 

Next, a detailed investigation of the stresses and strains 
throughout a composite laminate is considered. The test 
article is a cantilever [0°/0°/450/ - 45°]s Gr/Ep laminate 
with embedded PZT actuators with the same material 
properties used in the previous section. The laminate is 
25.0 cm in length and 12.5 cm in width (Figure 8). The 
outermost plies have thicknesses of 0.050 h, the adjacent 
plies are 0.200 h thick, and the remaining plies are 0.125 h 
thick, where h is the total laminate thickness indicated in 
Figure 1. The piezoelectric actuators are embedded such 
that they replace the outermost plies in sections of the 
laminate where they are located. Equal but opposite electric 
fields of magnitude 500 V/mm are applied through the 
thicknesses of each actuator pair to produce bending which 
results in a tip displacement in the positive z direction 
(Figure 8). All other loads are assumed to be zero (that is, 
p(x, y) = 0). The actuators are located centrally on the 

0.10- 

~0.08-~ • E 3 =  6 3 0 7 r  q 

~ 0.06- 

.~ 0 .04 -  
"t::l 

o 0.02- Z 

o o o  _ 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 !.0 
Non dim. position (x/L) 

Figure 5 

[] wl  (exp) 

O w2 (exp) 

A w3 (exp) 

w I (HOT) 

- - w2 (HOT) 

........ w3 (HOT) 

Non-dimensional static mode shapes for aluminum plate 

0.060 - 

0.050 -" E3 = 472 V/ram 
[] 

Z 
o.o4o- 

:~ 0.030 .~ 

o.o2o- z oolo-  :  
0.000 ~ ' r  . . . .  
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Figure 7 
plate 
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Non-dimensional static mode shapes for Gr/Ep [30°/30°/0°]s 
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Figure 8 Cantilever Gr/Ep[0°/0°/45°/- 45 °]s laminate with piezoelectric 
actuators: top and side views 

laminate and the actuator length and width are 15 cm and 
6.25 cm, respectively. The values of the experimentally 
determined quantities (a and b) used to calculate d31 and d32 
are a -- 247 × 10-12m/V and b = 207 × 10-18m/V 
[equation (42) and Figure 2]. The finite element model 
comprises 80 equal-sized elements with 630 total degrees of 
freedom. For comparison, the equivalent model using the 
classical laminate theory consists of 450 degrees of 
freedom. 

Strains and stresses are calculated throughout the 
laminate at the elemental gauss points used in the stiffness 
matrix assembly. In Figures 9-12, the axial strain and stress 
distributions are presented, through the thickness, close to 
the center of section P-P,  as indicated in Figure 8. This 
section is chosen to study the effects of induced strain 
actuation where local stresses are expected to be large 
without the influence of global boundary conditions such as 
the fixed end. The transverse shear strain distribution (e t3) is 
presented in Figure 13 at this same location. Results are 
presented for laminates of length to thickness ratio L/h = 10 

0.5 ~ L/h=4 
0 .4  

0.3 ~N~ - - CLT 

0.2 ~ \ HOT 
0.1 

! 
' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I 

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 
el (l.tm/m) 

Figure 10 Axial strain (L/h = 4) 

and 4, which are considered moderately thick and very 
thick, respectively, using both the classical laminate theory 
(CLT) and the higher order theory (HOT). 

Figures 9 and 10 present the strain distribution through 
the thickness for the moderately thick and very thick 
laminates, respectively. Although the strain distribution is 
slightly non-linear for the moderately thick laminate 
(Figure 9), the refined theory shows that it is significantly 
non-linear for the very thick laminate (Figure 10). The CLT 
does not accurately capture this complexity. The strain is 
larger near the free edge of the laminate due to local 
deformation from the piezoelectric actuation in the outer- 
most plies, but drops off more rapidly away from the 
actuator near the neutral axis as compared to the CLT. 

0.5 - " ~  L / h = 1 0  
0 .4  - N ,  
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Figure 9 Axial strain (L/h = 10) 
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Figure 12 Normalized axial stress (Idh = 4) 

The stresses due to the piezoelectric actuation are 
presented in Figures 11 and 12 for four plies (one half of 
the laminate thickness). The stresses in the other half of the 
laminate are equal, but opposite, due to the symmetry of the 
laminate and the actuation mode. In these figures, the 
stresses are normalized, ply by ply, to the largest value 
predicted by CLT. The deviations in the stresses predicted 
by the HOT and the CLT are small in the outermost ply, 
which is the piezoelectric layer. This is because the effect of 
the additional strain predicted by the HOT is offset by larger 
values of the strain dependent piezoelectric coefficients, and 
thus the induced strain A [see equation (10)]. In the 
adjoining substrate ply, where the induced strain is zero, the 
stress is significantly larger than that predicted by the CLT. 
However, the stresses in the plies away from the actuator 
and near the mid-plane are less than those predicted by the 

015 ~ L / h  = 4 ~k 
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Figure 13 Transverse shear strain (e 13) 
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CLT due to the local nature of the stresses resulting from 
piezoelectric actuation. These results indicate that the 
contribution of the higher order terms from the refined 
displacement field is significant and is important in the 
prediction of the strains and stresses through the thickness of 
composite laminates, particularly near the source of the 
induced strain actuation. 

The distribution of the transverse shear strain (el3) 
through the thickness of the laminate is presented in Figure 
13 for both Llh values and shows significant variation 
through the thickness. The maximum value occurs at the 
mid-plane of the plate. As expected, the strain increases as 
the thickness of the plate is increased. It must be noted that 
the transverse strains are assumed to be zero in the classical 
theory. 

The variation in the strain dependent piezoelectric 
coefficients d31 and d32 is also found to be significant. 
This variation is presented through the thickness of one 
actuator layer in Figure 14 and is cubic in nature, although it 
appears to be almost linear for a single layer. Not only does 
the value vary through the thickness of the actuator, it is 
significantly different from the constant value normally 
used (d3] = 254 pm/V) which is determined at a state of zero 
strain. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A refined higher order laminate theory was presented to 
investigate the actuation mechanism of piezoelectric 
materials embedded in composite laminates of arbitrary 
thickness. Some higher order terms of the displacement field 
were identified by imposing stress free boundary conditions. 
Non-linearities were introduced through both the higher 
order displacement field and the strain dependent piezo- 
electric coefficients. The finite element method was used for 
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implementation of the theory. The results were validated 
with published experimental data. Numerical results were 
also presented for cantilever composite laminates of varying 
thicknesses to investigate differences between the classical 
laminate theory (CLT) and the developed higher order 
theory (HOT). The following important observations were 
made from this study. 

(1) The developed theory provides a computationally effÉ- 
cient framework for the analysis of composite laminates 
of arbitrary thickness with embedded or surface bonded 
induced strain actuators. 

(2) Significant deviations are observed between the HOT 
and the CLT in the strain and stress distributions 
through the thickness, which indicates the importance 
of the higher order terms in the refined displacement 
field. 

(3) The HOT efficiently captures the localized nature of the 
stresses near the actuators. 

(4) The induced strain varies significantly as a result of the 
strain dependent piezoelectric coefficients. These coef- 
ficients are efficiently determined without the need for 
iteration. 
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APPENDIX 

Following are details of the finite element model develop- 
ment. For convenience, the mid-plane strains and curvatures 
[equation (20)] are presented in matrix form. 

~1~ = L B U  (A1) 

where LB is a derivative operator matrix defined as 
follows. 

L B = 

dx  0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 dy 0 0 0 

dy 0 d x 0 0 0 

o dx 0 0 - G  - d , ,  

0 0 0 dy - dry - dyy 

0 dy 0 dr - 2d~y - 2dxy 

4 
0 - 3h2d ~ 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 4~-d  -- 3h 2 y 0 0 

4 4 
0 -3h2d,, 0 -3vd~ 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

- G  

- dyy 

- 2d~.y 

0 

0 

0 

(a2) 

c) 0 0 2 0 2 
d~. = - -  d,, = - -  dx~ = d~,,, ~y2 and dr,, - -  

" O x '  - O y '  " O ~ x  2 '  - -  = , - 

and 

OU3o 0u3q] T 
1.1 = /'/10 /'/11 U20 /A21 /d30 OX Oy J 

02 

OxOy 
(A3) 

(A4) 
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The shear strain vector [equation (31)] is also presented in 
matrix form. 

CT = LTU (A5) 

where LT is a derivative operator matrix defined as follows. 

"0 0 

0 1 

L T =  0 0 

4 
.0 h2 

0 1 0 0 O 

0 0 0 0 0 

4 
0 0 0 0 h 2 

0 0 0 0 0 

(A6) 

The quantities in the statement of virtual displacements 
[equation (47)] are defined in terms of the force and moment 
resultants and mid-plane strains and curvatures as follows. 

r'2 ~a (Nl6e° + Nz6e° + N66~3°) dAdz 6U B = J - h/2 

~h/?hl2 + fz (M1 ~iK0 -F M2~K 0 + M6tSK0) dAdz 

fhl?hl2 "-[- ~a (elt~K~ + P2tSK2 ")- P6tSK2)dAdz 

~U T -~- 

(A7) 

fhI?h/2fA(Q2~°-FQI~8°+R2~K2-FRI~K2)dAdz 
(A8) 

f 
8W = JAP(X, y)tSU3dAdz : 0 (A9) 

Each of the five unknown functions are represented by their 
corresponding elemental functions ue(x,y), which are inter- 
polated as follows. 

N, 
ue(x'Y) = E N~i(x'y)we (A10) 

i=1  

where N, is the number of nodes, 

are the interpolation functions and the superscript e denotes 
the corresponding parameter at the element level. The quan- 
tities w/~ are the nodal degrees of freedom defined as 
follows. 

O/g30___! C~U30i ] T (A11) 
we = Ul01 ulJl u20~ u21e u30, Ox Oy J 

Bilinear shape functions are used for the first four 
unknowns, while a 12 term cubic polynomial is used for 

the transverse displacements (U30). The resulting four 
noded rectangular elements are non-conforming for compu- 
tational efficiency and contain 28 degrees of freedom each. 
The strains are represented as follows. 

e e e 
~B = BBW (A12) 

where 

e e e 
~T = BTW (A13) 

B~ = L BN e (A14)  

B~ = LT Ne (A 15) 

Summing over all of the elements, the finite element equa- 
tions are derived using the discretized form of the principle 
of virtual work as follows. 

N~ 
E [~we( R e -  K~) we - (~we( Fe -I- F~)] = 0  

e = l  
(A16) 

where Ne is the number of elements, and 

f f I / e T A  l ~ e A a e  K e = B~3TABB~3dA e Jr- u T rXT.T~'l (A17) JA~ A e 

F e =  f N~Tpe(x,y)dA e (A18) Ae 

f eT t e e F~---- / NB Aa AadA (A19) J Ae 

f eT , B  e e 
K~, = JAeBB Ab pdA (A20) 

The quantities Ke and Fe represent the standard stiffness 
matrix and force vector due to a distributed load, respec- 
tively, F~, is the force vector due to the constant portion of 
the piezoelectric actuation and K~, is the resultant matrix due 
to the strain dependent portion of the piezoelectric actua- 
tion. The matrix B~ is similar to B~ except that the elements 
of the first three rows corresponding to the mid-plane strains 
(e °, i = 1, 2, 6) are zero. The laminate stiffness matrices are 
integrated analytically through the thickness of the lami- 
nate, ply by ply, and the finite element matrices are 
assembled using exact or full numerical integration. It 
must be noted that reduced integration and shear correction 
factors are not needed in the current analysis. The arbitrary 
nature of the variation 6w leads to a linear set of finite 
element equations [equation (48)] which are solved for the 
nodal displacements w. These equations inherently deter- 
mine values for the strain dependent piezoelectric coeffi- 
cients in a single step without the need for iteration. 
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